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Annual Pictures Retaken Tomotrow
in the Student Union ·old TV room.
Last chance to have pictures taken.
They will be taken from 8 a. m. to
Sp. m.

Eastern Washington State College

Frustrated Men Students

Seek Dead Week Jollies
By Bob Stevens

Pre final-week tension reached its peak late Sunday night
as nearly one hundred of Eastern's male population went on
a snow-balling spree which covered the entire campus and ended
with a broken glass door in Senior Hall.
The would-be-mischief-makers began to gather in front of
Gary Hall at about 10 o'clock. As more anxious lads began to
appear and the group expanded in size, excitement reached a
high pitch and the old "mob spirit" began to grow. Even the
meekest of individuals found hidden courage as the crowd
surged down the street toward LA Hall, snowballs in hand.
It is questionable as to whether or not a panti-raid was
planned for the unsuspecting
girls, but what ever the motives, the fellows received a
colder than cold reception
with their first assault. After
the windows were pelted a few
Eastern may soon have its times, someone yelled "Monfirst fraternity if the plans roe.", and off they went.
made at Wednesday night's
organizational meeting mater-.
With the exception of a few
curious
residents, Monroe Hall
ialize.
were no more hospitable.
A large group of prospective girls
The only real excitement came
Greeks filled the Tahiti room when a lone Volkswagen tried
to discuss the possibilities of to run the gauntlet of excited
fraternity and sorority life at D?ales. Fortunately the car esEastern . . · .
caped unharmed with the exception
of two additional ridSeveral committees were
ers
who
were able to "ski-bob"
formed from the group to
look into housing and financ- as far as the Student Union.
ing. An additional meeting
From Monroe Hall, the acwill be held on March 9 when tion moved past the President's
Dr. Harding of Portland, Ore- mansion and on to Senior. Paygon will speak to the group. ing little attention to the irate
Representatives will also be on lovers who were parked in
hand from Theta Kappa Epsi- front, the l!len stormed the
lon fraternity and Sigma Chi.
gates and some finally gained
EWSC men have been admittance to the entrance
in communication recently hall wbile the other anxious
with Theta Kappa Epsilon of lads viewed the scene with deWashington State University. light. Something inside apparIt is believed that TKE will ently strucg panic in the hearts
of our brave men, however,
give us our first charter.
because all previous efforts
A gr01,1p led by McKay, were nothing in comparison
Erickson and Scamahorn will to their eagerness to get out
purchase a house in the near of the dorm.
'future to begin their living
In attempting a quick deparorganization. After they have
ture,
someone was forced
completed the requirements,
through
one of the ,heavy glass
they will apply for a TKE
doors
which
adorn the encharter. This is a very important step in the initial organ- trance and a slightly startled
youth came out in a ~bower of
ization.
broken glass. This damp~ned
Phi Mu The music fraternity even the boldest of spirits and
is also organizing to move into the entire mob sc;ampered for
a l1ouse soon.
the p.rotective darkness while
A co-operative living group the girls viewed their newly
is the first step toward Greek installed air conditioning.
life. If this plan works out
Back in the dorms 1 t~e somethere is no reason why such a what relieved men were able
plan could not grow to greater to furn once again to the probproportions. It is believed that lem~ ahead . . . dead week,
Greek living will be identical Monday's assignments, finals,
in cost to dorm living.
and for a few, some ingenious
Any individuals who are in- excuses for the Dean.
torested in joining a fraternity
should watch for the posting
of time and place for the
March 9 meeting.

Greek House Seen
In Ne·ar Future

Stale ,Department

AWS Meets
Tomorrow

Official Speaks

A special Koffee Korner today will feature Mr. Richard
Phillips, U. S. State DepartNine women students will ment Representative.
be tapped tonight at 10:15 p.
Phillips will speak in the
. m. and will complete the GOL- Bali lounge at 10:40 a. m. He
DEN CIRCLE, women's schol- is Public Affairs Administraastic honorary.
tor for Latin Affairs. Along
At the meeting in Louise with his many duties in Latin
Anderson lounge the recipient America, Phillips attended the
of the AWS Working Girl recent Punta del Este conferScholarship will be announced ence.
In August of 1961 the State
and the Sophomore Coed of
the Quarter will be recognized. Department official was on
hand for the Alliance for ProGolden Circle is an honor- gress conference and also in
ary of 12 women who are chos- 1962, was one of the repreen for their outstanding schol- sensatives for the Latin Amerastic achievement.
ican conference which conNew officers will also be demned Cuba and Commurecogruzed at this meeting.
nism.
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Recr.ea,tion Room
Closed For Good
The recently established recreaction room in the Student
Union has had a very short life
<\ccording to the S. U. Board
members.
The old television room
across the hall from the games
room was converted to a recreation room. A juke box for
dancing and a coke machine
v.- ere installed.
It was a great thing while it
lasted. At almost anY, hour of
the day, students eould be
found bouncing or sliding merrily around the room, the
music bloring loudly ....
... No more.

Some over anxious individual smashed the gla$s on the
juke box and proceed,ed to add
to ,his record collection . . .
50 records were stolen.
The same week, the coke
machine was broken open.
Someone apparently after the
money inside managed to demolish the valves in the machine, putting it out of circulation.
Now .there is a lock on the
door. Both machines, originally
installed for the students' enjoyment, have been removed.
It is evident that such abuses
of property will continue and
so;~ tne rec:reatio'.i:1 ·oom will
not.
Why is it that supposedly
mature college students are
still possessed with childish
actions? This is a question
many people are asking now.
In the past, mirrors and
towel dispensers have been
torn from the walls of the
men's restrooms. Numerous
items in the Student Union
have been damaged or completely destroyed.
·
As long as a few individuals
continue their immature actiops, the rest of the student
body will suffer.
Some one once called college a "glorified high school
with ash trays" and for a- few
students. Maybe they weren't
far wrong.

Parking Fees Up!
Gus Hall is not the only unwanted thing in the stateparking lots have also been
banned.
At the last session of the
state legislature, our representatives decided that college
and university parking lots
should be paid for by the
people. What this means to
Eastern's students is that the
parking fees will be raised.
The extra fees will be used
to build new parking lots in
the future and maintain the
ones we now have.
Fred S. Johns, accountant,
said that there are no plans
to build more lots at present,
but when the new food service
center is built and the new
dorm is built, there will be a
need for more p~rking space.
Students now pay 10 cents
for parking privileges in campus lots. No comment was
made as to how much or when
the fees will be raised.

Manley, Paulsen Scoop

AMS-A.WS Presidencies
Dave Ma.nley, past. vice-president of Associated Men Stu~ents,
mov~d up mto the hierarchy last Thursday by winning the AMS
pres1dency. over opponet Les Francis in the AMS-AWS eledtions.

Counci1IServes
Stern Reprimand
Over Incident
Two Eastern students were
recently brought before campus council on a charge which
resulted from this year's over
zeaelous student government
campaigning.
The charges resulted from
damages to a campaign sign
which was being carried on the
top of an automobile. The sign
was apparently pulled down
and smas•h ed on the pavement.
Only one eye witness appeared in court and the over all
testimonies were somewhat
sketchy. Council members reviewed the case several times
before the final verdict of
guilty was established.
It was brought out during
the hearing that although the
damage was commiteed, a simple prank such as this did not
warrant formal action. Previous years have seen similar
incidents committed.
Council served a reprimand
as punishment and no further
action was taken. It was felt
by the court that such childish
gestures were not becoming of
college students and that future violations would be dealt
with more severely.

Manley rode into officJ .by a
101 vote margin. He polled 192
votes.
Lynda Paulsen grabb~d off

175 votes of the 228 cast to
insure her seat as AWS ~resi-

dent. She was opposed b~ Donna Kranford who nett9d 74
and Marilyn Owen who managed 79.
Buzz Hatch stepped of~ with
the AMS vice presidency by a
30 vote margin over his nearest opponent, Ed Harviil.
AWS vice president was
fiJled by Jeanelle Halverson
who netted 175 votes tover
Betty Helbig's 153.
inda
Knapp· cinched the AWS ecretary post over Jeanne K4nzler
by 49 votes.
Other AMS titles saw Vern
Austin step away with secretary by a 40 point margitj over
his nearest challenger, Hal
Caufield. Bob Clark b~came
AMS treasurer. defeating JReed
Reavis by an unquestiorable
J89 to 89.
Miles Kinzer went unchallenged for the AMS ~ocial
chairman post, collecting 227
votes. Paul Learch walkei over
Tom Paddock by ll me e 58
vote margin for the AMS public relations spot.
Marie Houston will tak~ the
A WS treasurer seat begi~ning
next fall. She defeated Kathy
King by 118 votes.
I
'

Showalter Gels
$85,000 Face Liling
With the advent of spring
and dedication of the new
science building numerous depattments now situated in
Showalter hall will move out
to make way for an $85,000
face lifting.
One of the largest undertakings will be the complete remodeling of the science labs
to accomodate the duplicating
offices, business department,
and language labs.
The temporary offices in the
old social room or "snake pit"
will be removed and the space
remodeled into a permanent
lecture hall.

Voting turnouts were relatively poor for the dud-election but the ballot was sM on
a strictly plurality bases, 1eaving no question about the \final
r esults.
Official tabulation showed:
1

President

AWS
Lynda Paulsen .................:...175
Marilyn Owen ................. .. ... 79
Donna Kranford ......... ... .... 74
Vice President
·
I
Jeanell Halverson ....... .......175
Betty Helbig .......................... 153
Secretary
Linda Knapp ........................ 189
Jeanne Kanzler ....................140
Treasurer
Marie Houston .................... 223
·Kathy King ............................ 195

AMS

I

The gradaute study facilities President
will be moved into the old Dave Manley ........................ 192
business offices and the Reg- Les Francis .......................1... 91
istrars and - Guidance offices Vice President
will face a good deal of expan- Buzz Hatch .......................... 109
sion.
Ed Harvill ............... ... ... .... ... 89
Not included in the above Fred Wallick ........................ 77
figure will be the addition of Secretary
a new elevator to run from Vern Austin ........................ 120
the third floor to the base- Dennis Bennet ............... ..... 75
ment. Much work will also be Hal Caufield ..................... 80
done to improve fire safety.
Treasurer
The Radio and TV Depart- Bob Clark ............................ 189
ment will move from its pres- Reed Reevis ..................... 89
ent location in Martin Hall in- Social Chairman
to Ratcliffe Hall which is being Miles Kinzer ........................227
vacated by the Language De- • Public Relations
partment.
Paul Learch ........................ 171
Some of the movers face a Tom Paddock ........................ 113
great deal of inconvenience.
If the project doesn't run
Al'I Kinnikinick pi~tures
smoothly, some of the students
must be picked up b~ Frimight be attending classes on
day, March 9. Thes! are
Showalter lawn or in some
available in the Kinni inick
other equally appearing locaoffice, second floor St dent
tion.
Union.
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Students Advised To
Submit SSCQT
Applications Now
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Bob Stevens

Winter ·q uarter has produced quite a shock for some of you
would-be scholars. Two items predominantly fall during the
winter months . . . snow and grade points.
Immediately after Christmas, a cloud of intelleectual dissension seems to settle upon our happy little campus. Elated with
the results from fall quarter's transcript, many of us turn from
educational pursuits to the more promising, if not more beneficial, endeavors such as sub-sitting, stool warming in the local
tav, and other equally satisfying pastimes. During these overly
festive months, the library might as well be under quarantine,
the study table under orders only, and the classrooms under
20 fee t of water . . . needless to say, they are highly unpopular.
But, come spring, all of this changes. Old mother probation
has dropped her fatal ax on some of us a little too hard, and
now it is time to patch our injured egoes and begin some serious
study-how does a six hour load sound?
So as the weather warms and the ·days become longer, the
winter quarter rompers are hard at it while some of the wiser
individuals can be seen playing tennis, softball, convertible tag
and other such gay pursuits, patterned to capture the interests
of both male and female .. ..What a burtal society we live in.
After turning down several beach parties, a couple of tennis
matches and a ride in the country, our ambitious nature begins
to weaken. Maybe this education bit isn't worth the trouble.
Then, after a few weeks of all out agony, the white flag comes
up. To hell with the grade point! If I don't make it this quarter,
there's always re-instatement and then the draft, and then
trade school and maybe a job or I can go on welfare o;r sell
used newspapers and what the heck, ditch digging is great this
tjme of year.

Aplications for the April 17,
1962 administration of the College Qualification Test are now
available at Selective Service
System local boards throughout the country.
Eligible students who intend
to take this test should apply
at once to the nearest Selective Service local board for an
application and a bulletin of
information.
Followng instructions in the
bulletin, the student should
fill out his application and mail
it immediately in the envelope
provided to Selective Service
Examining Section, Educational Testing Service, P. 0. Box
586. Princeton, New Jersey.
Applications for the April 17
test must be postmarked no
later than midnight, March 27,
1962.
According to Educational
Testing Service which pre•
pares and administers the College Qualification Test for the
Selective Service System, it
wiU be greatly to the student's
advantage to file his application at once. Test results will
he reported to the student's
Selective Service local board
of jurisdiction for use in considering hjs deferment as a
student.

Edutation Program

Admil·s 29 Sludenl:s

The Movie Makers
By Don Qressel

With the advent of the Acad~my Awards just around the
corner, it is probably time to lo<l>k over the miles of celluloid
film footage produced last year.
The Academy will no doubt be solely interested in their
crop of movies dealing with sex, death, humor, history,
and their effect on the American public. It is difficult to
out how many films will be nominated, but I know of
that will never walk home with ~he naked gold statue.

own
etc.,
find
one

This film was a black and white production put out under
the title of OPERATION ABOLJTION. This dramatic "documentary" was produced by the House Committee on Un-American Activities and it deals with the May 1960 San Francisco
hearings and the riots which ensued.
The film is officially known ~s "The Communist Led Riots
Against the House Committee onl Un-American Activities," and
its message is mainly that the said demonstrators were inspired
organized and led by Communist agitators.
Much comment has been thrown back and forth on this controversial film. Much of the criti_£ism is directed at the cloudy
implications used in the picure. ~ven the committee c·hairman,
Francis Walter, has admitted fabtual error. The movies were
subpoenated by the committee from the local television stations,
supposedly for the committee's files, but instead they were
turned over to a commercial studjo and edited into OPERATION
ABOLITION.
The most recent criticism of the film is another film, ironically the same film, with different narration. The new film,
titled OPERATION CORRECTION, was viewed here at Eastern.
The American Civil Liberties U1)ion was the producer of this
film and if the v;iewer has not acquainted himself with the riots
in San Francisco, he will find OPERATION CORRECTION a
bit cloudy itself.
OPERATION CORRECTION tries and succeeds in clearing up
some of the assumptions made in t-he committee's movie. It
explains that there were actuahy three different groups at
the hearings-the public, the s~udents for civil liberties who
organized picketing, and the admitted Communists and other
hostile witnesses subpoenaed b[y the committee. It also rearranges the shot sequences in ~heir proper o:r:'der. All in all,
it is difficult to believe that ~wo narrations could produce
such entirely different effects.
Maybe someday Hollywood will award an Oscar for exaggeration of truth and "slight" inaccuracies. When that day comes,
OPERATION ABOLITION will tarry home to the committee
the highest honor in filmdom. This makes one question the
old adage, "One picture is worth a thousand words."
I

Twenty-nine students have
been admitted to the Professional ·education program this
quarter. Those admitted are
Lexa Altvater, Kathleen Bannon, Edward Barnhart, Marq
Carroll, Dji-.vid Danielson, Lind~ Oentp.JJ .John , Grosshans, ;
All Humanities classes Wednesday March 14 from 12:30 to 2:20
Joyce Haney, John Gentges.
All N. Sci. 101, 102, 103 classes Wednesday March 14 from 7:30
Bonnie Holmes, Melvin Hotch- to 9:20
kiss, Karen Jennings, Elmer
All Soc. St. 107 classes Thursday March 15 from 12:30 to 2:20
Kralman and Vicki Lee Knight.
7:40 classes Thursday March
from 7:30 to 9:20
Dale Johnson, Robert Leoclasses
Friday
March
16
from
9:30 to 11:20
8:40
pold, Sharon Maas, Robert Mi9:40 classes Friday March 16 from 7:30 to 9:20
ner, Kathleen Morris, Dean
10:40 classes Wednesday March 14 from 9:30 to 11:20
Kichols, Clell Seelig, Allan
11:40 classes Wednesday March 14 from 2:30 to 4:20
Simpson, Mary Lou Stanton,
12:40 classes Friday March 16 from 12:30 to 2:20
Bonnie Tate, Edward Thill,
Fredrick Wallick, Jean Weath1:40 classes Thursday March 15 from 9:30 to 11:20
erby, Donna Wigen and John
2:40 classes Thursday March 15 from 2:30 to 4:20
Wollaston.
S:40 classes. Friday Marc•h 16 f;rom 2:30 to 4:20
Next interviews for admittance into the -Professional Education Program will be held
on •March 129. Any student
wishing tat come before the
committee at that time should
notify the secretary in the psychology office before the end
of Winter Quarter. Dr. L. E.
Patmore, Director of Professional Admissions, explained.

WINTER OUA,R'TER EXAM SCHEDULE
1?

For the last few issues, we've been playing quite heavily
upon the possibility of bringing Greek life to Eastern. Most
of the facts · were presented both pro and con in the ho\pes
that studens would begin to give fraternities and sororities
some serious thought. It was stressed that such a venture does
not require majority sanction but only the support of those
who are actually interested. The reactions were pretty vague
to begin with but now it looks as though the initial move is
being made.
Somewhat unfortunately, however, the men students have
been the first to react. Three or four groups have already begun
to organize with the idea of setting up shop spring quarter.
Whether or not any real enthusiasm exists among the female
set is questionable but if there are a sufficient number of potential 'she Greeks', now is the time to start working.
Overall interest seems to be at its peak right now. If the
long transition is to take place at Eastern, it is highly probable
that it will come duripg the next few months. If it is put off until
next fall, the chances are that organizers will be starting from
scratch.
It will be too bad if future Savage Greek life is going to be
dominated almost entirely by the male population simply
because they are the first to take action. It's time for the girls
to get on the perverbial stick 1f there are any hopes of a
"balance of power."
Regradless, the future looks promising. In fact campus society
may take some pretty bold reforms in the next few quarters
.. H's time to bid old STAGNANT SPRINGS a sweet farewell,
.
.

Red Spending T·o pped
Government spending in the United States has grown so
vast that in a 15-month period it would be sufficient to buy
up everything that Soviet Russia produced in one year, includ•
ing financing the Russian armed forces a·n d all missile work,
according to the Chamber of Commerce of the United States.
In 1960, federal, state, and local governments in this country
spent $190 billion. The federal government alone accounted for
$130 billion.
This $190 billion total equaled 80 per cent of the value of
all the $230 billion in goods and services produced in all of
Russia that year (the Russian Gross National Product).
The large size of government spending in this country is not
generally known. For one thing, most people consider that the
federal budget reveals all the federal spending. It does not.
Omitted are tens of billions spent on highways, Social Security,
and other programs not _included in the budget.
The American governments were cradled on the concept
of limited government. But they now appear to spend close to
th full means of Communist Russia.
PAGE TWO
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Misraled Playmate
No doubt many of you gentlemen have already been admirjng Playboy's March Playmate, Pamela Ann Gordon, but
another Pamela is getting
some not so admfrable publicit y .f rom .the readers of
America's number one male
magazine.
Pamela Adair Gordon, an
education major at UBC, has
been "guilty" of association
lately and has suffered quite a
bit of embar'assment and confusion from her admirers.
Playboy's Pam, the first
Canadian playmate, is a 19year-old Vancouver secretary.
This is no doubt why the critical eye fell so readily upon
poor Pamela Adair who is a
student at the University of
British Columbia.
A not quite so fruitfully endowed Pamela Ad&ir has been
receiving phone calls since the
first "bunny bag" hit the
stands.
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World Prominants
Present Duo Con
HUBBARD'S MORNING CONVOCATION
AND DRISCOLL'S EVENING CONCERT
A veteran observer of the African scene, Margaret Carsons
Hubbard. and a man who has been described by the Berliner
Beitung as a man, "who not only sang like a god, but looked like
one," will present two programs tomorrow.
Mrs. Carson, who first went -------e-------to Africa in the 1920's and
lived for years at a time from
•
'
Cape Town to Cairo, will speak
■
on "As Africans See Africa" at
O
10:30 a. m. in Showalter audi·
torium.

Dr VandeBerg
Appo1nledJ
Relations Group

Dr. Loyd W. VandeBerg,
chairman of the Department of
Practical and Industrial Arts
at Eastern, is one of seven
United States educators appointed to a nation public relations committee of the American Industrial Arts Association this week.
In announcing the appointment, Dr. Robert Swanson,
vice president of AIAA, said
thut Dr. VandeBerg would be
responsible for interpreting
industrial arts in the U. S.
possessions and in foreign
countries.
An Iowan and graduate of
Vassar College, she has hunted
and photographed wild animals, and studied political, social and economic conditions
all over the African continent.
She is the author of three
previous books-No One To
Blame, African Gamble and
Boss Cannibal's.
This is an excused con for
al1 students.
Loren Driscoll will present
the second program of the
d~y at 8:15 p. m in Showalter
aduitorium.

Dr. VandeBerg is a graduate
of Stout State College, Menomonie, Wis., and of the University of iWsconsin. He has
been at EWSC since 1947.
Canada and Puerto Rico are
the geographical areas of Dr.
VandeBerg's responsibility.

Eastern Vocalists
Charm Tacomans
By Mike Stroud

The sidewalk was crowded
with music teachers from all
over the state as 81 Eastern
students comprising t,h e Symphonic Choir , unloaded their
ti.red bodies from the two chartered Geryhound buses.
Dr. Ralph Manzo, Eastern
music instructor, was invited
to bring the choir to the annual Washington Music Education Association Convention
in Tacoma . While in Tacoma,
the choir stayed at the Olympus and Winthrop Hotels.
En route, the choir sang for
high school groups in Moses
Lake and• Cle Elum. The student vocalists were received
with great enthusiasm at every
performance.
While in Tacoma, the choir
made two scheduled appearances in addition to some less
formal entertaing in the coffee shop of the Olympus Hotel.
At a luncheon held for t he
music educators from the Eastern portion of the state, the
Collegians provided music in
a modern mode. The general
assembly of the convention was
held on Saturday afternoon.
·Dr. Manzo and the Choir filled
the main portion of the meeting. All eyes and ears were
focused on them as they sang
a selection of music ranging
from polyphonic renaissance to
contemporary compositions.
Many comments heard after
the meeting have the impression that this type and quality of choral work was the best

done in the state in the last
two years.
Saturday night, many of the
students living on the coast
went home, taking with them
other choir members. Those
remaining in Tacoma banned
forces and provided entertain-

ment for several restaurants
and coffee shops.
Sunday morning at nine
o'clock, 81 tired people fell
into the seats of the bus and
started the long journey home
by way of Seattle. This includ•
ed a stop at the site of the
World's Fair.

EVERY· DAY IS SPECIAL •••
TO SOMEONE YOU KNOW I

BUY

7£~~

CARDS

• • • to remem&er someone
too nice to forget

CHENEY DRUG

Warren H. Westerman

410 First St.

As a result of his splendid
London performances in the
latter part of 1961, three major European opera houses ~ffered him contracts. Mr. Driscoll finally decided upon the
Glyndebourne Opera Society.
At a concert by Driscoll at
Bethany College, Lindsborg,
Kan., this followed, "We are
terribly enthusiastic . . . a fine
artist. Sang a program which
ran the complete range of vocaJ literature and this too
pleased us greatly ... charming personality and made a
great hit."
This is one of the Community Concert Series. Tickets will
be on sale at the door.
PSYCH CLUB VISITS
LAKELAND VILLAGE

Last week on Tuesday, Feb.
27, the Phychology Club visited Lakeland Village, the
home of the mentally retarded.
The visit was a once a year
affair for the club, and another
one of their activities which
allow them first hand observations of clinical problems.
One of the Hospital Psychologists, Dr. Joe Fram discussed
the mentally retarded with the
EWSC group and conducted a
question and answer session.
A great many of the patients,
especially the children at
Lakeland Village, enjoyed
their visit With the students.
WEDNES.DAY, MARCH 7, 1962

It's what's ug front that counts
IFILTER-BLEND I is yours in Winston and only Winston.

Up front you get rich golden tobaccos specially selected
and specially processed for filter smoking. Smoke Winston.
R. 1. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Wln1ton-Salem, N. C.
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Autopsy On A Dead School Bond
the issues said that the extra taxes which would
have to be levied and the location of the new school
were the determining factors. The opposition said
that the administration failed to give all the facts
and did not plan for what it was going to do with
the children while it was building the new school.

By Chuck Plumb

Long hours, long days were spent fighting to
push the much-opposed school bond issue in Cheney. Pamphlets, letters and cards were sent to voters
asking for their support. An extensive campaign
was launched to bring the people in to vote.
But the issues failed.
For some reason the people remained unconvi nced. Why?
Cheney is a small college town--but it doesn't
t hink like one.
The residents of most small towns tend to think
alike. They aren't protected by the obscurity residents of the larger towns enjoy. They are more apt
to be affected by their neighbor's views-they communicate better.
But with Cheney a little differen situation exists.
It can be described as a typical town, but an extra
large school district changes its outlook considerably.
It i true that many towns are located in large
districts, but usually they are farming areas with few
people. They don't have the problem of a large, varied population.
Starting on January 1, 1958, seven school districts
began consolidation into one, huge district. By
March, 1961, the Cheney school district was complete. It now extends north to the Sunset Highway
and Airway Heights, east to the Garden Springs
area; South through the Windsor are and Southwest to Tyler, Wash. Although its population is not
staggering, it is big. It includes people from all
walks of life: Military people, farmers, teachers, businessmen, college faculty members and students.
Consolidation threw this varied group of people
together. This contributed to the killing of the school
bond and levy issues.
The is speculation from both sides as to what
act • ly killed the issues. The people who supported

•

No one argues that more classroom space isn't
needed. The present high school is filled to capacity.
More than 130 students have overflown into the old
junior high school__ building. The school population
is still growing and is due to double in the next
eight years .
Remodeling is out of the question . The junior
high building is deemed dangerous by architects
and should be condemned, and the high school can't
be enlarged.
There were many suggestions for improving the
present situation but the board settled on the one
it thought would solve all the problems. It called
for a 43 per cent tax increase to build a new high
school, to buy land for another high school and
grade school and to build a new grade school. The
opposition favored the building of an eight room
school building, various remodeling jobs on the old
and charged that the district already owned land for
the new school.
The proposal was put to a vote and defeated
overwhelmingly.
Again we ask the question-Why?
Carmen R. Stewart, board member and one of
the opposition, probably came closer to the answer
than anyone. He said that there was a lack of communication between the board members and the
people they represent.
" One thing that is needed is a common language
between the rural resident, the city resident and
the educators," Stewart said.
He said that when a bond promoter visits a farm ,
he must meet the farmer on his own ground. If the

Summer and Smoke

Two Students

Glorious Hill, Mississippi, came to life in Showalter auditorium
last week, and the fact that the three per£ ormances were not
well attended did not alter the conclusion that Eastern's drama
department had produced a play that was more than successful.

Cross Award

Both the acting and the technical aspects of the play hovered near the professional. The
ingenious set did triple duty
as the rectory, the fountain ,
and the doctor's office, dm:ninated by the angel, the chicken
wire and brown-paper creation
of the stagte construction class.
Effective lighting shifted the
action from the various locations and set the mood and
hour of the scene. Music offstage, composed for the original production of "Summer
and Smoke," was integrated
into the production, adding to
the atmosphere. The period
costumes were the final touch
to the effective production.
Sharon Moses, as Alma
\Vinemaker, the troubled spinster, achieved a believable
Alma, whose pleasing voice
filJed the auditorium. Her lead•
ing man, LeRoy Joireman,
playing Dr. John Buchanan.
Jr .. managed well the part of
a lusty skeptic who later reforms.
Fred Erickson's Reverend
Winemiller was more than
competent, while Barbara Hansen, as his drunken, demented
wife, ably increased the pandemonium in the Winemiller
residence. Sally Lansing giggled and hopped convincingly
through her role as Nellie
Ewell, the little girl who grew
up in a hurry.

Bell Takes S.econd
In Drill Meet Comp,
Teams from fou r colleges
participated in Eastern's annual ROTC Drill Team Invitational meet last Saturday with
top honors going to Washington State University's Air
Force team .
Robert Bell, of EWSC's ROTC department, placed second
in the individual drill competition. First place went to Dennis Ah Mau of the Washington State Air Force teamL Roger Raymond of Gonzaga's
Army team took third place
honors in individual competition .
University of Idaho Army
took second place in team competition with third place going
to Gonzaga University Army.
Other te~ms represented
were WSU Army, EWSC Army
and Walla Walla High School
Army. Montana State University, originally scheduled to
participate, was unable to attend due to weather conditions.

Receive High Red
Two Eastern students are the
first persons in the Inland
Empire to be awarded certificates for completing the 50mile swim in the American
Red Cross "Swim and Stay
Fit" program.
They are sophomore Bob
Crawley and Landon Willman,
a junior.
The "Swim and Stay Fit"
program is designed to encourage regular swimming, a
spokesman for the Red Cross
~aid, and top award goes to a
person swimming 50 miles.
Except for the initial three
miles, individuals swim in segments of a quarter mile.
SUTTON CHOSEN
TO LEAD DEMOS

·

·

·

7

Sometimes a problem child
is a handful because he has
never been an armful.
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By San Dee

I

When you've set your •h air
yourself and someone asks
where you had it done, you'r e
a pro- What it takes to be one
is just knowling how- to set
a perfect pin curl (arou nd
your thumb), to tape a bolstering bang, to wind a roller and
do a perfect comb-out, which
is the trickiest part for most
of you. But once you know
how, all it takes is practice.
HOW DO YOU WANT IT
SET? Just rollers, all pin curls,
or both? Rollers add heigh th
and width to a hairdo and give
it the bounce and the _smooth,
curved look so popular in bouffant styles. Pin curls give a
soft, natural curl. By using
you can get lift where you
want it, curl where you need
it..

Per haps you are the type of girl who cannot bear the thought
of sleeping in rollers. Here's a thought: After setting your hair,
let it dry thoroughly. Then take curls or rollers out, but don't
comb your hair. Pop a pretty nightcap on to protect your set
and do the comb-out in t he morning. That way your head is
happy and so is your -hair.

Young Democrats took a
"Look at the John Birch Society," last week in a discussion led by Mr. Kidd, a member of Eastern department of
History and Social Studies.

To wind rollers: take a section of hair a little narrower than
the roller and one inch deep and wind it in the direction that
you want the curl to go. Professionals (like you) use end papers
or tiny tissues over hair strands for easier winding. The smaller
rollers work best on fine hair. Whatever• size you use, t he mor
you use, the firmer the set.

Election of officers was also
held. President elect is Jerry
Sutton, vice-president is Lyle
Wertanen , Betty Helbig was
secretary-treasurer,
chosen
and Craw£ord delegate-at-large.

To make a perfect pincurl, loop end of hair over thumb and
keep rolling curl around thumb toward the scalp. Secure with
clib or bobby pin. Where you want no curl or bounce, but ju;,t
line (for bangs, cheek curls), use cellophane tape to hold hair.
It strips off easily after.

Supporting the major roles
were
effective
characters
played by J ean McWhirter,
Larry Brown, Paul Barton,'
Mertis Munns, Morris Krigbaum, Janice Cowell, Michael
Lehan, Charles Simmons and
vVilliam Raschko.
Mr. David H. Burr, director,
was assisted by Jill Barry.
Dr. Harold K. Stevens' production crew included: Marvin
Morasch, Morris Krigbaum, LeRoy Joireman, Barbara Hansen, J eannette Mead. Jo Ann
Nicherson, Ruth Pieterson,
Jurgen Wiggen and Nikki
Deatherage - J M

farmer i s in his corral and a pile of manur must
be crossed to talk to him, then it should be crossed.
The farmer is not going to come to the promoter.
He cited a lack of attendance at board meetings
as a cause for the lack of understanding. When a
farmer or olher citizen comes to a meeting he feels
inadequate. How can he compete with well-educated
memb rs like college professors? Frank Nicol, Eastern professor, for example, led the supporters of the
resolutions.
"People feel that the college is influencing the
thinking of the school administration," Stewart said.
The people felt that because there are college professors on the board and speaking out at the meetings, then they are representing the college as a
whole.
Nothing could illustrate the breaking down of
the chain of communication better. These people•
whom Stewart was talking about need to understand
that the professors are Cheney citizens and they
are merely exercising their rights as citizens.
Dr. Don S. Patterson, college president, when
asked about this problem, commented, "Well, I
voted."
The people who opposed the bond and levy are
not actually against the building of a new high
school. They stress this. But they aren't for anything either. No one -h as any concrete ideas on how
to improve the present school system. They have
individual ideas, but they can't form one good idea
to encompass all.
Communication, then, is the basis of the prdblem.
These are people who used to be separated from
each other by district boundaries. Now they are
one district and many either won't or can't accept
this. They feel that they are not a part of the whole
district.
It was the confusion caused by consolidation and
lack of communication caused by the varied population that killed the school bonds.

WHEN YOUR HAIR IS DRY then you're ready for a combout. Which means brushing mostly. The more you brush the
smoother the look. Always brush your hair in the opposite direction you want it to go. When you feel your hair is completely
smooth, use your comb to bring the curls into place. If you want
height, don't tease! Just use large rollers. Just barely smooth
over with your comb. In this way your hair doesn't look ratted .
Use spray net, but just enough to hold. Don't get that sticky
feeling.
If you need a quick set before a party: Set your hair as usual ,
dry. Wrap your hair in a hand wrung towel of hot water until
just steamy. Cover with a dry towel. Then go about preparing
for your date. Just before he comes take out your curls and
comb. A quick set for a quick date!

HAIRDO OF THE MONTH: There has been a definite trend
on campus for short hair. The style tends to run toward a short
pixie hairdo, with a bouffant top, whipsy bangs, and small spit
curls on each side. Care? None what so ever. With the hair so
short, all that is needed is a good brush and a role of tape.
Hair dries in minutes and you are all set.

.

Eastern's ROTC Drill team goes through some of the complex
movements in the annual invitational' meet held here on Saturday. The group competition was won by Washington State University's Air Force team. Bob Bell, Eastern, placed second in
the individual competition.
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· To freshen your •h air style, top off with a dab of your favorite
cologne (and his). Now you are all set. Until next week, then.
when the fashion parade for men comes into full view.
ARRIVIDERCI !
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SIC FLICS

Seattle World's Fair

Week-end Bags

Large ____________ ____ __ _ 2.50

Small ____________ ______ _ 1.75
LEATHER GOODS

Jewel Boxes ------------------------,---4.95
,
Port Folios

"I say, is there a tobacco field
somewhere near here?"
..

LI OCrrr (I M Y(A~ l01ACCO co,

. ..........................
.. ....... ...... . .......................
.. .... . .. . .
';I. . . . . . . . . ..,,.., . . .. ........,...,..................... .......... . . , .,.. _,:

'T he College Bookstore

'- -·

21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
AGED MILD. BLENDED MILD- NOT FILTERED MILD - THEY SATISFY

Soine of our
best friends
are raccoons
In our job of exploring and drilling
for oil we come across all kinds of
small furry animals like these.
As a "visitor" in the forest, Standard
has a responsibility to protect wildlife and keep the wilderness fresh
and green. And we accomplish this
in several ways, working closely with
fish and game and wildlife officials.
Water wells, essential to our drilling
operations, nourish thirsty plants and
animals ... and nesting and breeding
ponds are built for wil<l fowl.
When wells are in, we assure new
growth by reseeding grassland and by
planting new trees in the work area.
Exploring teams in helicopters keep
sharp watch for fires, and on the
ground our men with bulldozers and
water trucks stand ready to help
when fire strikes.
Good conse rvation includes thousands of oil-producing areas that a re
also used for recreation, outdoor
sports, farming and grazing.
Multiple use of the land allows more
people to enjoy our heritage and the
beauty of the great outdoors. At the
same time, our natural resources a re
developed to serve the nation.
planning ahead to serve you bett er

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
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Swimmers Compete
·1n Conference Meet
Busy Schedule For
Spring Athlet~s
Spring sports are fast approaching as Athletic Director
Red Reese has published the
schedules for the 1962 track,
baseball, and tennis seasons.
Reese, also track mentor and
holder of more Evergreen
Championships than any other
coach, is once again boasting
a strong team although a great
deal of rebuilding must be
done.
Coach Ed Chissus ·of the
baseball team, still minus a
playing field; opens the '62
season against the State Penitentiary on March 31.
Bob Anderson, in his second
year at the reins of the tennis
team is supporting the biggest
schedule in the history of the
school. T•he season starts with
a road trip to Montana where
the Savages are entertained by
the University of Montana on
April 6, at Missoula and then
travel on to Bozeman for a
match with Montana State the
following day.
TRACK AND FIELD
March 17- At Washington State University Invitational Meet: 24- WSU, University of , Idaho, Whitworth, EWSC at
Pullman-; April 14- Western Washiington State College: 21- At Central Washington State Oollege: 28- Idaho, Whitworth and EWSC.
May 5- Whitworth College; 12---Mart in R e lays at Walla Walla; 18-19Everi:treen Conference Meet at Pacific
Lutheran; 26- NAIA District Meet.
June 1, 2- NAIA National Meet.
All home meets start at 1 :30.

BASEBALL

March 31- at State Peenitenttairy;
Apl'il 7- Central Washington- State College (2) : 10- At Gonzaga University;
13- Unive r s ity of Idaho (2): 19- Portlnnd U nivel'sity; 21- At Whitworth College (2) : 26- Go~zaga Un iversity: 28At Central Washing ton State (2).
May 1--Gonzaga University; 4- At
University of Idaho (2): 5-University
of British Columbia; 10- At Gon'Zaga
University; 12- Whitworth Collell!e (2) :
18-19- Everg reen Conferen ce Playoofs
nt 'J'acoma.
All horn games start at 2 :30.

TENNIS

Ap1·il 6- Montana State Un iversity at
Missoula ; 7- Montana State College at
Bozeman; IO-Gonzaga University: 13Western Washington State College at
Bellingham : 14- Pacific Lutheran· University at Tacoma: 17- WashinJ,.-ton State
Univers ity; 20- Washington State Unive1·sity at Pullman; 21- University of
Idaho; 24- Whitworth College: 27Seattle University; 28- Whitman Colle g e
at Walla Walla.
May I - Whitworth Colle~e at Country Homes; 4- Seattle University at
Seattle; 6- Central Washing ton State
College at Ellen·sburg; 11- Centra l Washington State College; 12- U nive1·sity of
Idaho at Moscow : · 16- Gonzaga University at Spokane: l S-19- Evregreen
Confe1·en re at Tacoma; 25-26- N AIA
District Meet.

MonlanaSlaters
Join In Eastern
Song Fest
1

Thursday night brought
about another milestone in the
advancement of . inter-school
spirit. T,he Jubileers from Montana State University, and The
Collegians from our own campus joined forces in an effort
to bring some real musical
entertainment to the students
of Eastern.
The Jubileers under the talented hand of Mr. Ken Smith
proved professional in many
ways. In addition to the fine
vocal work done by the group,
the choreography employed
mnde the evening even more
enjoyable. With each of their
numbers they included some
very cleverly planned dances
and movements.
The Collegians didn't leave
without taking their much deserved applause either. Dr.
Ralph Manzo and his group
did their usual fine job with
some very contemporary arrangements.
The good will done by this
act of school spirit was immeasurable. We hope that the
M. S. U. Jubileers will be back
soon to thrill us again with
their enjoyable song styling.
PAGE SIX

Book Exchange
Scheduled
THE IK-SPUR BOOK EXCHANGE WILL BE HELD
MARCH 28 UNTIL APRIL 6
AFTER THE OPENING OF
SPRING QUARTER.
TIME
THE
EXTHIS
CHANGE WILL BE IN THE
JAMAICA ROOM IN THE
SUB DAILY FROM T:30 A. M.

20 3:30 P. M.

Court Grads Face
Final Trip To Floor

The EWSC swimming team
completed its season last week
as it competed in the Evergreen Conference Swimming
Championships held in Ellensburg. The Savages didn't fare
as well as expected, finishing
fourth in the field but Clair
McKie turned in one of the
me.et's outstanding performances in capturing the diving
event. Defending champion
UPS captured the team title
once again with Central Washington finishing second, and
Western Washington capturing
the third spot.
McKie nosed out defending
conference champion Bill Ishida of Central with a point total of 3'28.45 as compared to
Ishida's 325.45. McKie had
beaten Ishida in a dual meet
held betwee]) the two schools
earlier in the season.
Lanny Willman raced home
to a fine third in the 220 yard
freestyle being edged by John
Jewell and Ron Jones of the
victorious Loggers.
Other point scorers for the
Savages were Bob Crawley
with a 5th in the 200 yard butterfly, Jim Strom with a pair
of 6ths in the 50 and 100 yard
freestyle races, Jack England
with a 5th in the 100 yard backstroke and a 6th in the 200
yard backstroke, and Dick Burger with a 6th in the 200 yard
freestyle.
McKie, Strom, Burger and
Roy Yamashita composed the
400 yard freestyle relay team
that finished third in the meet.
The Savages placed fourth in
the 400 yard medley relay
with a team composed of McKie, Willman, England and
Tim Sterling.

The basketball careers 0£ six
EWSC seniors ended last week
as the Savages dropped a 69-63
decision in the N AIA district
tournament to Whitworth College. Whitworth is currently
playing a best of three series
against Pacific Lutheran for a
trip to the national tournament. Speaking of PLU, how
many chances does a team get
before they are eliminated
from the district playoffs'?
Last weekend the high
schools of the area invaded
Cheney for the District High
School Tournament. A powerful team from Odessa suprised
Ritzville on the second night
of the tournament and then
followed on Saturday night
with an easy win over Freeman in the championship
game. The Saturday night
games entertained the largest
crowd in the history of EastPrn 's fieldhouse games.
Looking into the future, Red
LIBERIA PROJECT
Reese will hav~ a huge reA Peace Corps educational
building program in store for
project
with the Republic of
next year's basketball hopes. Liberia was
announced today
The Savages will lose all but
by
Sargent
Shriver, Peace
one letterman via graduation
Corps
Director.
or dropout with not too much
In response to a request
help expected from this year's
from
President William V. S.
junior varsity team.
Tubman
of Liberia, up to 700
Coach Bob Anderson of the
Peace
Corps
Volunteers are
EWSC tennis team has that
scheduled
to
begin
teaching in
optimistic smile on his face
nowadays with the season fast Liberian secondary schools in
approaching. The Savages are September.
With substantial assistance
expected to have one of the
from
the Agency for Internamost powerful teams in its histional
Development, Liberia is
tory returning, spearheaded by
launching
an extensive schoolMick Soss and Larry Little
building
program
for senior
(student body activities permitjunior
high
high
schools,
ting) last year's conference
schools,
and
elementary
doubles chapions. Soss and Little pulled one of the biggest schools. Peace Corps Volunupsets of an era last year when teers will help staff the new
they dumped nationally prom- schools and provide temporary
inent Bob Quall and Marshall replacements for Liberian
Raynolds for the championship teachers who are to receive
·
Ed Chissus is relying on a further training.
40
Volunteers
are
Up
to
strong mound staff to carry
needed
at
the
junior
higl\
the Savages baseball team
through the coming season. school level to teach science,
The "big three" are expected mathematics, language arts, voto be Doug Morgan, Jerry cational education. French.
The selection of candidates
Rush and Washington State
for
this project will begin
transfer, John Axtell. The
about
the first of April. Two
team travels to Walla Walla
months
of training at an Ameron March 31 in its opener
university-yet
to be anican
against the State Penitentiary,
nounced
will
commence
with most of the team expected to return home that same about the middle of June. After home leave, there will be
duy!
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Beechman Speaks ...
By Bill Beechman
With finals coming up and three term papers still to do,
column writing becomes a little agonizing. Like some of you,
I'm wondering where the quarter has gone and when grades
come out, where the heck I'm going . . . "April in Pasco" or
"Springtime in San Diego?" I just saw my recruiter the other
day. They say the Navy needs men; I wonder if they'll waste
their time with me?
I recently ventured to San Francisco with the Scribes for a
conference. The main obj~ctive of the whole thing was to learn
about educational TV and to show other colleges that Eastern
has a drinking problem. At first we had difficulty in convincing our fellow delegates of this grave situation but after some
well thought out maneuvers we were able to succeed. In conclusion, I would like to say that the television people are holding
their own in the consumption of alcoholic beverages. . . . The
convention was nice too.
With only my Econ and Psych books to occasionally browse
through, reading gets pretty blah. I was just wondering when
I can get my next copy of the FAG. Isn't that the name of it?
Anyway, they're the only literary critics who will give me a
decent review. Those sub-standard comments directed at yours
truly, get clipped out and i:;ent home to mother; she loves to
see her son doing so well.
Since I can think of no further reason to keep you from
your studies, even if you've stuck with me thus far, I'll have to
sign off for this week. However, I have one small complaint:
my car has been giving me quite a bit of trouble. Any of you
who have ever attempted to park in a Volks will immediately
know what the trouble is. They are really kicks to drive but
my girl says it's hell on the fast curves.
Later, Beechman

a brief orientation period in
Liberia befo erthe Volunteers
begin their teaching assignments in mid-September.
'
The Republic of Liberia,
slightly larger than Tennessee,
is located on the coast of West
Africa between Sierra Leone
and the Ivory Coast. It has a
population estimated at, 2,500,000. Liberia was founded in
1822 by Negro freedmen from
the United States with the assistance of American colonization societies. It became a
republc n 1847, wth a consttuton modeled on that of the
Unted States.
The President of Liberia,
William V. S. Tubman, has
heen president since 1943. He
has been elected to this office
four successive times.
Most of the country is covered with tropical forests, rich
in timber and oil nuts. The
chief products are fibre. palm
kernels, crude rubber, rice,
cassava, coffee, cocoa, sugar,

iron ore, gold and diamonds.
The climate varies from the
humid coast to the cooler and
drier highlands of the interior. It is generally very warm
during the dry season and cool
in the rainy season.
English is the official language, although many local dialects are used .
MUSIC FACULTY
GOES TO PULLMAN

Four members of the EWSC
Music Faculty presented an
exchange concert at Pullman,
\Vashington State University
on March 4. Arthur Biehl,
clarinet and bassoon; Wenfel
Exline, French horn; Donald
Smith, piano; and Marvin
Mutchnik, violin, clarinet and
piano. Sonata for Violin,
French Horn and Bassoon, and
Trio in E Major by Mozart for
Viola, Clarinet and Piano.

Our Garden Shop
Is Open
Time to think of growing thingsl Possessors of green-hued
thumbs! Your time of year is approaching .' . . time for
seeding and mulches . . . for laying the ground-work for
summer's gardens. Come revel in the offerings of our Garden Shop.

The Garden Shop - Fourth Floor

OPEN ON SUNDAYS
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PLACEMENTS
ABERDEEN

Muray Taylor, Superintendent of School, Aberdeen, Washjngton, wHl be on campus to
interview prospective teacher
candidates on Thursday, March
8, at 1 p. m. They have vacancies on all levels.
CLOVER PARK-TACOMA

Kenneth Storaasli, _a representative with the Clover Park
School District, Tacoma, Washington, will be on campus
Thursday, March 8, at 9 a. m.
to interview teacher candidates. They have positions in
an elementary grades, eighth
choir eighth math, ninth language arts, ninth math, high
school English, elementary science television, high school
physical science, high school
math, conuselors for girls and
psychologists.
PESHASTIN

Robert Racy, Superintendent
of Schools, Peshastin, Washington, will be on campus to interview teacher candidates on
Thursday, March 8, at 9 a. m.
They have need for a second
grade teacher, a fith grade
with high school assistant football and basketball, and a junior and senior high band and
chorus combination.

They have the following senior •high vacancies: English,
English and commercial combination, math, girls' physical
education, English, college
preparation and speech combination.
OTHELLO

Representatives from the
Othello Public Schools, Othello, Washington, will be on campus Friday, March 9, at 10 a.
m. to interview teacher candidates. They have the following vacancies: first ,second,
fourth, fifth, sixth, and junior
high girls' physical education.
OLYMPIA

A representative from the
Olympia Public Schools, Olympia, Washington, will be on
campus to interview prospective teacher candidates on
Monday, March 12, at 9 a. m.
At the present we have not
received their vacancies, however we expect them on all
levels.
QUINCY

Ernest Forge, Superintendent of Sch9ol, · Quincy, Washington, will be on campus to
interview prospective teacher
candidates on Monday, March
12, at 10 a. m. They have the

following vacancies: all elementary grades, senior high
'English, and guidance and
counselling. The following are
possible openings: primary musk and library combination,
third grade, junior high girls,
physical education, and language arts, social studies, speech
and journalism combination.
Wes Huff, Superintendent of
Schools, Medical Lake, Washington, will be on campus to
interview teacher candidates
Monday, March 12, at 9 a. m.
They have the following vacancies: at Blair Elementary a
fifth, third, and second grade.
At Lakeland Village a handicapped, acamedic, home training, vocal music and teacher
aid. At Eastern State Hospital
an academic.
Carlos Scott, Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Lake
Washington School District,
Kirkland, Washington, will be
on campus to interview teacher candidates Tuesday, March
13, at 9 a. m. At present we
have not received their vacancies, however we expect them
on all levels.
NEWPORT

George Anderson, Superin-

MANSFIELD

Collings Miller, Sueprintendent of Schools, Mansfield,
\Vashington, will be on campus Thursday, March 8, at 10
a. m. to interview candidates
who may be interested in their
high school commercial vacancy.
CALIFORNIA

I)ean Green, Distr1ct ·s uperintendent of Schools, Port
Hueneme, Calif., will be on
campus to interview prospective teacher candidates on Friday, March 9, at 9 a. m. They
have
elementary positions
available.
Peter Lolas, Administrative
Assistant of School, Ephrata,
Washington, will be on campus to interview teacher candidates on Friday, March 9, at
9 a. m. They have vacancies in
· the
following . elementary
grades:· second, fourth, fifth,
sixth, junior high developmental reading, French and Spanish, senior high biology and
physical science, math, French
and Latin, U. S. History and
art, and English and publications combination.
OREGON

John Thrasher, Superintendent of Schools, and John Turbyne, High School Principal,
Milton-Freewater, Oregon, will
be on campus to interview
prospective teacher candidates
on Fr iday, March 9, at 9 a. m.
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" I Wildroot®
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·• Really Works !
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quick-dissolving tube formula works faster and
cleaner than ever.
non-greasy tube formula actually· disappears in
your hair, leaves no white residue on your comb.
long-lasting tube formula keeps your hair in place.
Maybe your girl will muss up your hair, but not
much else will. Give new tube-formula Wildroot
a try. You'll like it!.
01962, CO LCATE ,PALMOLI\IE COMPANY
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ALL KINDS TAILORING & ALTERATIONS

NEXT TO WESTERN AUTO STORE
I

l

Use Our Convenient Night-Drop

11

(Author of "Rally Round The Fl,ag, Boys", ~.'The
. Many Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

SHAKESPEARE DOESN'T LIVE HERE
ANY MORE
A recent and most heartening development in American college
life -has been the emergence of the artist-in-residence. In fact ,
the artist-in-residence has become as familiar a sight on campus
as Latin ponies, leather elbow patches, Rorschach tests, hula
hoops, and Marlboro cigarettes.
And we all know how familiar that is-I mean Marlboro cigarettes. And why should it not be familiar? Why, where learning
is king, where taste is sovereign, where brain power rules
supreme, should not Marlboro be everyone's favorite? The same
good sense that gets you through an exam in Restoration Poetry
or solid-state physics certainly does not desert you when you
come to pick a cigarette. You look for a flavor that is flavorful,
a filter pure and white, a choice of pack or box, a lot to like. You
look, in short, for Marlboro - and happily you don't have to look
far. Marlboro is available at your friendly tobacconist's or vending machine, wherever cigarettes are sold in all fifty states and
Las Vegas.
But I digress. We were speaking of the new campus phenomenon- the artist-in-residence-a man or woman who writes,
paints, or composes right on your very own campus and who is
also available for occasional consultations with superior students.
Take, for example, William Cullen Sigafoos, artist-in-residence
at the Toledo College of Belles Lett res and Fingerprint Identifi..
cation.
As we all know, Mr. Sigafoos has been working for many years
on an epic poem in rhymed couplets about the opening of the
Youngstown-Akron highway. Until, however, he went into
residence at t he Toledo College of Belles Lettres and Fingerprint Identification, his progress was not what you would ooll
rapid. He started well enough with the iIJlIIlortal couplet we all
know : T hey speed along on .wheels of rubber, rushing home in
Then Mr . Sigafoos got stuck. It is not that ms muse desertett
him; it is that he became involved in a series of time-consuming
episodes- a prefrontal lobotomy for Irwin, ms faithful sled
dog; fourteen consecutive months of jury duty on a very complicated case of overtime parking; getting his coattail caught in
the door of a jet bound for Brisbane, Australia ; stuff like that.
He was engaged in a very arduous job in Sandusky- posing
for a sculptor of hydrants--when an offer came from the Toledo
College of Belles Lettrcs and Fingerprint Ident ification to take
up residence there, finish his magnum opus and, from time to
time, see a few gifted students.
Mr. Sigafoos accepted with pleasure and in t hree short years
completed the second couplet of his Youngstown-Akron Tu!Ilpike
epic: The highway is made of solid concrete and at the toll station you
get a receipt.

Grooms
clean as a whistle . • •
quick as a wink
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If you prefer your clothes cleaned, spotted and expertly
pressed, then ask for our regul'ar finished service.

time for subber ...

•

•.
"·

I

$5.00
Guaranted work, no payment un l'ess absolute ly satisfied. make appointmen~
in Easterner Office, businness managers desk or ca ll
204 SUB.
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No Waiting for our Clean Only Service- 8 lbs. $1.50

KIRKLAND

"A whistle-a wink'-and Wild root ...
gets he~ every time"

EPHRATA

language combination, upper
elementar y, social science and
se venth grade home r oom
combination, and upper grades
and high school girls' physical
education.

Maddux Cleaner·s

MEDICAL LAKE

TONASKET

Milford Crowley, Superintendent of Schools, Tonasket,
Washington, will be interviewing prospective teacher candidates on campus Thursday,
March 8, at 9 a. m. They have
vacancies in the · first, fifth
and sixth grades, senior high
foreign language, and senior
high math and science combination.

t endent of Schools, Newport,
Washington. will be on campus Wednesday, March 14, at
10 a. m. to interview prospective teacher candidates. They
have the following vacancies:
English, librarian and foreign

THE EASTERNER
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1

traik ? '5,J'tda1e.

•
Then a few gifted students came to visit him. They were a
prepossessing lot- the boys with corduroy jackets and long,
shaggy beards; the girls also with corquroy jackets but with
beards neatly braided.
"What is truth?" said one. "What is beauty?" said another.
"Should a writer live first and write later or should he write
and do a lit tle living in his spare t ime?" said another.
"How do you find happiness- and having found it, how do
you get rid of it?" said another.
"Whither are we drifting?" said another.
"I don't know whither you are drifting," said Mr. Sigafoos,
"but as for me, I am drifting back to Sandusky to pose for the
hydrant sculptor."
And back he went, alas, leaving only a fragment of his Youngstown-Akron Turnpike epic to rank with other such uncompleted masterpieces as Schubert's Unfinished Symphony, the
Venus de Milo, and Singer's Midgets.
@ 1062 Mu Sbuhnan
* *
•
Take cheer, good friends, from one masterpiece that is complete. We, refer, of course, to Marlboro cigarettes. Filter
end and tobacco end are both as good as tobacco artistry
and science can make them.
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/4 Show Here
Four Eastern art majors
have been invited to display
their paintings in a four-man
show at the Palouse Room of
the Bon Marche in Spokane
during March.
Wednesday, March 7

All day-Student Art Show,
third floor Showalter
2:45 p. m.-Blue Key meeting, San Juan
5.30 p. m.-I. K., Capri
6 p. m.-Spurs, San Juan
7 p. m.-Inter Varsity CF,
Vashon
7:3'0 p. m.-Business Club
meeting, Tahiti
10:15 p. m.-AWS General
meeting,
Louise
Anderson
lounge
Thursday, March 8

Dead Week Begins
10:30 a. m.-Margaret Carson Hubbard, Showalter auditorium
10:40 a. m.-Senior Seminar,
Capri
3:40 p. m.-Faculty organization, Bali
8: 15 ·p. m.-Loren Driscoll
concert, Showalter auditorium
Saturday, March 10

8 p. m.-Faculty Wives Party, Games room.

The students are Gary LaTlirner, Roger Riggs and Ronald Ballow, all seniors, and
Terry Barr, a sophomore, who
studied art at Shadle Park
High. "We feel this is a signal
honor for these students," Mrs.
Opal Fleckenstein of the art
department stated. "We are
proud of the honor to Eastern,
and hope that as many students as possible will go to see
this colorful and interesting
show."

The 40 paintings include
oils, watercolors, prints and
batiks.
The Bon Marche's Palouse
Room is an important gallery
in Spokane, with shows by important Inland Empire artists
each month. Eastern has displayed work there once before,
bllt.' as -a group effort. The displays are viewed by approximately 35,000 people.
Lists of the 72 pieces to be

exhibited in the Masterpieces
of Art show at the Seatle's
World's Fair are available at
the art department office. T•he
art department is currently
making plans to show slides of
some of theRe masterpieces, in
order to help students gain an
appreciation of the works before viewing the exhibit. The
Washington Art association is
promoting this procedure in
the public schools of the state.

OWL DRUG

Two other art shows will b
exhibited at the fair, a collection of modern paintings, and
a display of the art of the
Northwest Coast Indians. The
Indian art has been selected by
Edna Gunther, University of
Washington anthropologist.

Complete in School
Supplies

Cosmetics, Camera Supplies, Toiletries
From Comics to Classics

416 1ST, CHENEY

SMITH JEWELERS
408 1st Street

Need Cash?
O Would you volunteer to man the first space

Buy and Sell your Textbooks

,·station if odds on survival were 50-50?

At The

I. K. - SPUR
Book Exchange

,,
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□ Yes
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D No
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Iii 8 How many children

11" -~would you like to have :
•:!.f-••i~ .

when you're married?,

E) Do men expect their

<dates to furnish
their own cigarettes?

Con,muters
Watch

The

If your license number matches one of the six posted on
our board bring in your car registration as a passport.
To A

FREE CHICKEN DINNER

A Treat for the Whole Carload

Broasted·

Chicken
½ Spring Chicken
Dinner ........................ 97c

Five ½ Chickens .... $3.95

Call in Your Order
RI 7-5713
W. 1801 Sunset Blvd.
Spokane, Wash.
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HERE'S HOW 1029
STUDENTS AT 100
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